100 Cats I Have Known

I’ve known 100 Cats in my lifetime. And so many more! No matter where I have lived, or
what Ive done, I have always had these furry little friends around me. I LOVE cats!
I love
them so much I even invented
... my own Breed!
This book is a whimsical look at
cats;
all kinds,colors, and sizes! Cats and their kittens will always be an integral
part of the human experience. And everyone will recognize one of their little kitties in the
images in this book of 100 cats.
There are actually more than 100 cats to see..How many
more could there actually be?
Why thousands of course, millions and more!
Thats
what this book is really for!
So you can smile and laugh at all their silly little faces..in all
their funny little places. With all they do, to entertain you.. They deserve this book..So, take
a look! : )
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47 ratings and 8 reviews. Lynn said: I got this book - signed by the iconic Pierre Berton following a lecture he gave i Images for 100 Cats I Have Known Here are 41 things to
know about cats that we bet you never knew! From how much sleep they get in a lifetime to
how they purr, read on to find
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